A 2-SESSION QUILTING WORKSHOP

Make a Crazy Quilt

Sat., Jan. 20 & Sat., Feb. 3, 2024 • 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM with Pattie Klimek

Fee: $80

Crazy Quilts can be a historical document or just a fun way to use up your fabric scraps. In the first session, we start with a simple block and learn how to transfer the pattern to a muslin foundation, then use the flip-and-sew method to attach your fabrics by machine or by hand. In the second session, we transfer a good luck spider web to your block and embroider the details (including a hanging spider). Throughout, Pattie will talk about the embroidery embellishments historical and modern. Some embroidery experience is needed, but if your skills are a little rusty, don’t worry - Pattie will go over the stitches needed to make this crazy quilt a snapshot of your life experiences.

SUPPLY LIST: Needle, scissors, pincushion; 1/2 yard muslin; painter’s tape to secure the fabric and pattern for transferring, ultra-fine point Sharpie (any color) to trace the pattern on muslin; ruler or straight edge at least 12" long; an assortment of about 12 scraps or fat eights of quilting-weight cotton fabrics; fabric and paper scissors; applique-size pins and/or Roxanne glue; neutral thread such as beige or gray depending on your fabric colors; embroidery needle, 6-inch hoop, and 6-strand embroidery floss and/or #8 perle cotton in black, silver, and red; pencil or marking pen to mark embroidery design.

INSTRUCTOR: Based in San Francisco, Pattie is one of the few traditional hand-piecers and hand quilters in a sea of art quilters in the Bay Area. She is now traveling around teaching and lecturing so quilters can rediscover the joys of handwork.

You can register by mail, by email (info@lacismuseum.org), by phone, or in the museum shop.

LACIS MUSEUM OF LACE & TEXTILES
2982 Adeline St. Berkeley, CA 94703 • (510) 843-7290

Please enroll me in MAKE A CRAZY QUILT with PATTIE KLIMEK on Sat., Jan. 20 & Sat. Feb. 3, 2024

NAME_________________________ EMAIL________________________ PHONE________________________
ADDRESS__________________________________________________________________________

Check the box below for your payment method:
■ CHECK ■ CREDIT CARD ____________________________

Payment in full attached by: ☐ CHECK ☐ CREDIT CARD ____________________________

EXP__________ CVC _____

SIGNATURE ____________________________

Note: Class fee is not refundable or exchangeable unless class is canceled.

Classes are held on the second floor, above the Museum Shop at 2980 Adeline St. in a comfortable, well-lit, air-conditioned space, accessible by elevator.